Week of September 23, 2018

SERMON DISCUSSION GUIDE
Worship | Community | Mission
“Be Strong”
“The date in 2:1 gives the month and
day but not the year, so it is best to
take the last part of 1:15 as a part of
this section giving the date as the
second year of Darius. If the date is
the second year of Darius (520 b.c.),
there would have been very few
people left who had seen the temple
before it was destroyed in 586 b.c. (v
3). Those who had seen the former
temple would remember it through
their eyes as children. Childhood
memories of older adults are often
fuzzy and sometimes exaggerated.
These people might have
remembered the former temple as
greater and more splendid than it
really was. This could have added to
their dejection when they saw the
smallness of the new temple.
One of the strengths of the book of
Haggai is this message of
encouragement for the rebuilders of
the temple. It is easy to become
discouraged in the work of God.
Haggai three times used the
imperative “ חֲז ַקBe strong” in
addressing every segment of his
people. He encouraged them to work.
With the right kind of motivation and
encouragement people will work.
Haggai had the ability to motivate
people. He assured them that Yahweh
was already with them in a very real
sense.” - Ralph L. Smith
What are some ways you can
encourage your group to greater
depth and community? What ways
may your group have fallen into a rut
that would benefit from being shaken
up?

“Kingdom Perspective”
Haggai 2:1-9

Warm Up
• Ask if anyone could share a story of revisiting a
memorable childhood experience that turned out much
differently as an adult. For example, revisiting a childhood
vacation spot or your elementary school, etc.

Review the Sermon
• What some points or verses that stood out to you from
the message or passage?
• What are some areas where God has changed your
perspectives? Where do we still need a shift in
perspective?
• How should we rely upon the Holy Spirit? What does
that look like? (v. 4)
• How was the “latter glory of this house...greater than the
former glory”?
• Look up Hebrews 12:28, how does this verse help us to
apply the passage in Haggai 2?

Apply the Sermon
• What makes us think something will never be as good
as it once was? How can that perspective prevent a
church from reaching its potential?
• How does relying on the Holy Spirit enable us to move
from fear to faith?
• How might it impact our excitement and expectations
about our church’s mission if we acknowledge that we are
not building God‘s kingdom, but receiving it?

